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Requirements on MS Periodic Ranging with Non-transparent RS

- The MS periodic ranging procedure with non-transparent RS should be designed for centralized scheduling scheme but allows RS-assisted scenarios under current security model defined in IEEE 802.16-2004/16e-2005

- There is no modification to legacy MS initial ranging procedure
Scenarios of MS Periodic Ranging with Non-transparent RS

- Two scenarios for MS Periodic Ranging are proposed based on RS capability and MR-BS policy
  - Conventional: RS transports CDMA code with associated measurement/adjustment results to MR-BS; MR-BS generates response message
  - RS-assisted: RS generates response message to the received CDMA code directly
Example of MS Periodic Ranging (Conventional)

- **MS**: Access-link
- **RS<sub>1</sub>**: Relay-link
- **MR-BS**: MR-BS

**Access-link**
- **UL-MAP**
- **MS CDMA PR Code**
- **RNG-RSP (Cont.)**

**Relay-link**
- **RLY-BST (MAPs)**
- **RLY_RC-REP** (code, ranging slot, power, time/freq. offset, status)
- **RLY-BST (RNG-RSP with Cont. Status)**
- **RLY_BST (RNG-RSP with Success Status)**

**MR-BS**
- **RLY_RC-REP (PRPara.)**
- **RLY-BST (RNG-RSP)**

**MS**
- **RLY_RC-REP (PRPara.)**
- **RLY_BST (RNG-RSP)**

**MS CDMA PR Code**
Example of MS Periodic Ranging
(RS-assisted)
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Summary

- Propose the procedures of MS periodic ranging with non-transparent RS under centralized scheduling scheme
- Define relaying messages in the relay path for completing MS periodic ranging procedure with non-transparent RS